Understanding thermal adaptation of enzymes through the multistate rational design and stability prediction of 100 adenylate kinases.
Careful balance between structural stability and flexibility is a hallmark of enzymatic function, and temperature can affect both properties. Canonical (fixed-backbone) enzyme design strategies currently do not consider the role of these properties. Herein, we describe the rational design of 100 temperature-adapted adenylate kinase enzymes using a multistate design strategy that incorporates the impact of conformational changes to backbone structure and stability, in addition to experimental analysis of thermostability and function. Comparison of the experimental temperature of maximum activity to the melting temperature across all 100 variants reveals a strong correlation between these two parameters. In turn, experimental stability data were used to produce accurate predictions of thermostability, providing the requisite complement for de novo temperature-adapted enzyme design. In principle, this level of design-based analysis can be applied to any protein, paving the way toward identifying and understanding the hallmarks of the thermodynamic and structural limits of function.